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2This article examines:
●Bi-national idea - spiritual Zionism → anti-
separatist and anti-partinionist ideology,
●Programmes
●Reception among the Arabs of Palestine.
3●First, Review the origins of bi-nationalism, spiritual trend of
Zionism = theoretical framework for bi-national thought and its
anti-separatist, anti-partitionist component,
●Second, review the theoretical framework
●Then, concrete propositions that came from the bi-nationalist
framework, through contacts with the Arabs, the reactions and
the alternative propositions after the first partition proposal.
●However, as we will see, their action would be drastically
diminished and receive less attention as it was perceived as
obsolete after 1948.
●Finally, and before concluding by sharing the major criticisms of 
the bi-national movement, I will inspect the Arab response to bi-
nationalism.
4Outline
●A. Dissent among Zionism: spirituality and bi-national thought
●Birth of bi-national thought
●Moral and pacifism versus pragmatism
●B. Bi-nationalism: Theoretical framework
●Criticism of political messianism
●Negation of Exile
●The “Arab question”, majority, demography and transfer – Zionism's touchstone
●A criticism of the nation-state and imperialism
5●C. Bi-nationalism vs. Jewish State
●In search of an agreement with the Arabs, 1929-1939
●The Philby-Magnes episode
●At the service of the Jewish Agency, negotiating bi-nationalism in
times of partition talks
●A critique of the Biltmore Programme's maximalism
●Binationalism: a programme
●D. Arab attitude to bi-nationalism
●E. The bi-nationalists in Israel 1948-1967
●F. Conclusion: contradictions within spiritual Zionism? A reading at
the light of settler-colonial studies
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